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TAMU Galveston cave-diving scientist discovers hundreds of new species
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“out-of-this-world” sci-fi collection
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Family and friends honor fallen
sophomore with a gift for MSC FISH

The “Bonfire Effect”
Aggies keep the fire burning through
generations of scholarship giving
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Muster Memories
bout a year and a half ago an old friend and classmate, Dick Carey ’67,
asked if i would speak at the 2012 aggie Muster for the hood and
somervell County a&M Club. i told Dick that i had a conflict, but
being light on his feet and true to his college nickname “Bulldog,” he
said, “Fine, how about 2013?”
i enthusiastically accepted his invitation and on april 21 brought greetings
from “the old Post” to a couple of hundred or so of the Granbury area’s finest.
Muster is one of our most revered traditions and frankly, one of my favorites.
as everyone knows, it is well-coordinated by the association of Former students
and local a&M clubs around the globe; more than 300 Muster ceremonies were
conducted worldwide this year.
in my 46 years as a former student, i have attended or spoken at Musters from
hong Kong to heidelberg and from Waxahachie to Waco. i was part of a two-man
Muster with Joey Webber ’68 on a dusty lZ outside Bong son, vietnam, in april
1969. We drank hot Ba Muoi Ba beer and reminisced about our days at texas a&M.
the Muster i attended in april 1970 on the front lawn of what is now the Jack K.
Williams administration Building (Page 16) was particularly poignant in that it was
the first Muster following the death of texas a&M President James earl rudder ’32.
i have to admit my favorite Musters are always those held in small towns. they are
reverent when appropriate but also jovial gatherings of good ags celebrating old
times and reliving days past in aggieland.
Granbury was no exception. it was wonderful to see a number of old friends,
including one of our recent Maroon Coats, lauren Brooks ’12, who had just learned
that week that she has been admitted to the texas a&M College of Medicine. We
took a few moments to celebrate with her parents, who were also in attendance.
this year’s Granbury Muster called roll for 11 of its own who died during
the past year, including robert Mclarn ’42, luke urbanovsky ’15 and four active
service members.
You will find in this edition of Spirit a story about luke urbanovsky, who
died in a car accident last summer in hood County. Despite this tragic end to
such a young life, luke’s experience at texas a&M university made a tremendous
impact on his friends and family, who attended the campus Muster ceremony in
College station.
in fact the urbanovsky family was so touched by luke’s involvement in MsC
Fish (a freshman leadership group) that they set up an endowment that will forever preserve his memory at texas a&M by supporting the student organization
he loved.
this is the aggie spirit that distinguishes our great university from all others.

e d d i e j . davis ’ 67
p r e s i d e nt
t e x a s a & m foundation

With his team of experts, Texas A & M University at Galveston Professor Tom Iliffe reached a depth of 462
feet in the Phantom Springs Cave in West Texas, making it the deepest underwater cave documented
in the U.S. » p.18
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Ondrej Hindl (front left), Paul Heinerth
(front right) and Brett Gonzalez ’05
(back)—colleagues of Tom Iliffe, cave
diving scientist and professor at Texas
A &M University at Galveston—explore
Bermuda’s Walsingham Cave System in
June 2011 during a three-week National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
ocean exploration project, Bermuda Deep
Water Caves. Bermuda’s extensive coastal
marine caves have exceptional biological
significance due to their isolated location,
geological history and diverse fauna.

Sandy and Les Pittman ’74 will reap multiple
benefits through the charitable remainder
unitrust they established through the Foundation,
such as tax breaks, payments to their sons and
a future gift for Texas A &M University.

TheLegacy
n eighth grade, les Pittman ’74
began working at his uncle’s gas
station to earn money for college.
He knew he wanted to attend
Texas A&M University, but he lacked
the funds.
“By the time I enrolled in 1970, I
had saved enough to pay for three
semesters” les said. “While a co-op
student, I earned enough to pay for the
remainder of my education and graduate with a civil engineering degree
on time with no debt.”
His wife Sandy graduated from
Texas State University in 1974 with a
degree in home economics and a specialty in family ecology. She is now a
retired preschool teacher, while les is
a senior vice president and director
of sustainability at Austin-based Klotz
Associates, a civil engineering consulting firm.
The couple previously established
an endowed scholarship that supports
undergraduates pursuing degrees in
civil engineering. “But through the
years, we always wanted to do more
to assist students in pursuit of their
educational goals,” les Pittman said.
They harbored another dream as
well: owning a piece of the Texas Hill
Country.
Hill Country Haven

In 2003 they purchased more than 500
acres between Fredericksburg and
llano, Texas, as an investment to
enjoy with their friends and family.

A little Piece of Texas Goes a long Way
The Pittmans visited often, but
once their sons Kyle ’01 and Jared ’03
graduated and formed families of
their own outside of Texas, their free
time decreased, resulting in less time
at the ranch.
“As Sandy and I approached 60,
the reality of our mortality became
apparent and we wanted to give more
attention to our parents and grandchildren,” Pittman said. “We had to
make decisions about where we could
and should spend our time.”
A Trustworthy Solution

The couple reduced the ranch to a
more manageable size by selling one
parcel of acreage. After deciding to
keep the 204 acres on which they had
built a house, the Pittmans established
a charitable remainder unitrust
through the Texas A&M Foundation
with the remaining 160 acres.
“When you sell highly appreciated
real estate outright, you generate significant capital gains that lead to capital gains taxes,” les Pittman said. “By
using the charitable remainder unitrust, we were able to avoid the capital
gains taxes and receive a significant
income-tax deduction.”

The trust will benefit the couple
with annual payments, and after their
lifetimes, it will provide 20 years of payments to their sons. At the trust’s termination, the remaining balance will
support the Texas A&M program of
their choice.
“This charitable remainder unitrust fits our situation and needs perfectly,” Sandy Pittman said. “We were
not rushed into a decision and were
allowed to determine how we wanted
to direct the funds for Texas A&M anytime we are ready.”
les Pittman agrees that the decision was an easy one. “Because of the
structure of this endowed gift, we will
be able to do something for others for
a very long time. And we can enjoy the
satisfaction of this decision today.”
— b y d u n a e c r e n w e l g e ’ 14

To discuss how a planned gift to the
Texas A & M Foundation might benefit
the university, you and your family,
contact Glenn Pittsford ’72 in the Office
of Gift Planning at g-pittsford @ tamu.edu
or (800) 392-3310.
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Letters
Share Your Comments
We always enjoy receiving our
readers’ reactions to Spirit. If
any of the magazine’s content
THANKS FROM THE JUDO CLUB

moves you to write, please email
us at amfoundation @ tamu.edu or
send a note on the postage-paid
form on the inside back cover.
sondr a w h i t e ’ 8 7
Editor

megan k a s p e r b au e r
Managing Editor

Spring 2013 Spirit magazine

Judo has steadily grown in popularity in
the United States during the last 20 years.
This is partially due to the emergence of
collegiate judo programs at several universities across the country. A pioneer in this
development, is the Texas A&M University
Judo Club. This year, we are celebrating
our 50th anniversary, and it was so wonderful to be recognized by the Texas A&M
Foundation in the fall 2012 issue of Spirit
magazine.
I would like to thank everyone who
worked on the article and video, which
inspired donations totaling more than
$10,000 to our scholarship endowment
from former students who read the article
in Spirit.
We hope that the continuing publicity
will help us reconnect with more former
club members who may give back to our
organization.
Without the help of the Texas A&M
Foundation and Spirit magazine, it is unlikely that the club would have had the opportunity to reach such a large and influential
audience. each and every member of our
organization appreciates the support that
Aggies give to one another—it’s one of the
things that makes Texas A&M such a special
family.

for publications such as Spirit, Texas Aggie
and The Guidon. Gig ’em!
—john dixon ’ 52
Lincoln City, Oregon

M A C A RT H U R O N M U S T E R

Editor’s Note: Thanks to John Tapley ’52
of Lake Kiowa, Texas, for mailing us
a copy of this letter written by by Gen.
Douglas MacArthur. Our friends at
Texas A & M ’s Cushing Archives, who
confirmed its authenticity, noted that
MacArthur could not attend the 1946
Corregidor Aggie Muster in person but
expressed his sincere regret and ordered
that this letter be read out loud to those
in attendance.

Sons of Texas A&M
Corregidor April 21, 1946
In this hallowed soil lie the mortal remains
of many men who here died that liberty
might live. Among the bravest of these brave
are twenty officers, sons of Texas A&M,

— n at h an westbrook ’ 14
p r e s i dent & team captain
texas a & m university judo club
WEST COAST COMPLIMENTS

I’m always happy to hear and read about
Texas A&M University and what it is today.
The university has achieved so many great
accomplishments over the years and I
would not be aware of them were it not
4
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1946 Corregidor Aggie Muster

unable themselves to answer this year’s
annual muster. It is for us, therefore, to
do so for them—to answer for them in clear
and firm voice — dead on battle-swept
Corregidor where their eternal spirit will
never die but will march on forever,
inspiring in those who follow the courage
and the will to preserve well that for which
they bled.
Of them and those of their fellow
alumni who lie in hallowed soil of other
lands and those who survive them, may
it truly be said that in the noble teachings
of their Alma Mater — in the tradition of
the great American leader, Sam Houston,
who this day, one hundred and ten years
ago, wrested Texas from foreign dominion
by defeating Santa Ana on the historic
battlefield of San Jacinto — they stood
steadfast, unyielding and unafraid through
those dark days of our country’s gravest
peril — and by inspiring example helped
point the way.
—gen. d o u g l a s m ac a r t h u r
H O W FA R W E ’ V E C O M E

Seeing the picture and article about
DeAndre Ward ’14 on Pages 32-35 in
the spring 2013 issue of Spirit makes me
realize how far Texas A&M University—
and our country—have come since the
mid-1960s when I was a graduate student
at Texas A&M working on a Ph.D. in
biological oceanography, an unusual
thing for a woman at that time.
Back then, black students were not
accepted at Texas A&M, nor were they
allowed in campus buildings. I recall a
specific incident in which the professional
organization I was involved in had to move
a luncheon to the ramada Inn because
our black members were not allowed in
the Memorial Student Center.
Thank goodness Texas A&M (and
our country) have moved on from those
restrictive attitudes and policies so that
a very worthwhile student like DeAndre
Ward, and others like him, have the oppor tunity to get a well-deserved education at
Texas A&M.
—linda h . p e q u e g n at , p h . d . ’ 70
La Jolla, California

RESPONSE TO

“ STAND

YOUR GROUND ”

Editor’s Note: The article on Page 9 of
the spring 2013 issue of Spirit about
Mark Hoekstra’s research on “stand your
ground” laws garnered special attention
from our readers. In each issue of Spirit,
we share information about Texas A & M
research that has been published in legitimate forums such as peer-reviewed
journals.We believe Hoekstra’s research
encourages healthy discussion on a relevant national issue. Texas A &M , and in
turn Spirit magazine, should be a marketplace of ideas that we can discuss.
In that spirit, we respectfully share the
following responses to the article:

Perhaps it is prophetic that the “rocky
Footing” article appeared in the same
issue of Spirit magazine that announced
liberal arts diversity. This especially after
Pew research reports that gun homicides
are “strikingly down.” Is there a correlation
here? Where is the balance? Are we backsliding into political correctness? Herr
Goebbels would be proud! Texans,
especially this Aggie, are not too keen
on “retreating” into their own homes.
— l a r r y porter ’ 64
Galveston, Texas

I always enjoy reading Spirit magazine, but
was troubled about one particular article
on Page 9 in the spring 2013 issue titled
“rocky Footing for Stand Your Ground.”
I believe that highly-charged political
statements should not be part of this
publication, but if it is to be then you
should present also the opposing view
from a qualified subject matter expert.
— r o b e r t peters ’ 72
Vicksburg, Mississippi

As a proud Aggie, I’m always excited to
hear about ways my alma mater is impacting our world. Spirit magazine is a great
resource that I can share with others,
whether for recruiting, sharing information,
or just some good old-fashioned bragging.

I have one bone to pick with the
spring 2013 issue regarding the “rocky
Footing for ‘Stand Your Ground’” piece,
which implies that Mark Hoekstra found
an increase in violent crimes in states with
“stand your ground” laws. His research had
a very narrow focus, attempting to correlate
the effects of “stand your ground” laws
with certain violent crimes. The accuracy
and interpretation of Hoekstra’s research
can be debated; however, the fact remains
that, during the past decade, while gun
ownership has skyrocketed and many
states have enacted “victim-friendly” laws
like the castle doctrine, overall violent
crime in the U.S. has fallen dramatically.
Many of your readers may not be aware
of that fact.
—jon gardner ’ 89
Bryan, Texas

I just got a copy of Spirit magazine in the
mail and was somewhat disappointed
with the article on Page 9 about standing
your ground. First of all, I do not agree
with Professor Hoekstra’s conclusions and
I think he is missing the point. Second,
I question who and why somebody on the
Spirit magazine staff would print the
article—I guess somebody considers it
research, but I don’t think it fits with the
content of the magazine.
Perhaps I am reading too much into
the article, but I get the impression that
Mr. Hoekstra is another liberal professor
that does not fit with the conservative
Texas A&M tradition. Why is an economics professor studying gun control? If he
has a problem with standing his ground,
then perhaps he should seek employment
in Chicago.
—gary l. waldrip ’ 76
Donie, Texas

CORRECTIONS

In the spring 2013 issue of Spirit magazine, Dr. Oleg Ozerov’s name was
misspelled. In the same issue, George
Weddington and Aubrey Warren
should have been listed as members of
the class of 1952. We regret the errors.
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OnCampus

Hundreds of Texas A & M students
planted pine seedlings at fire-ravaged
Bastrop State Park in February through
Aggie Replant. The environmental
organization was formed more than
two decades ago to replace trees cut
down when Aggie bonfire was still
conducted on campus.

A New Cross-College Department

Engineering Ranking Climbs

The new Department of Materials Science and engineering, jointly operated
by the Dwight look College of engineering and the College of Science,
will offer a master of science, master
of engineering and doctoral degrees.
Forty-one faculty members from aerospace engineering, biology, biomedical engineering, chemical engineering,
chemistry, electrical engineering, mechanical engineering, nuclear engineering and physics will be involved in the
new department.
More than 100 graduate students,
who are already working on a wide
range of materials-related interdisciplinary research projects, will transfer to
the new department. Texas A&M officials are considering an undergraduate
program for the future.

Texas A&M engineering moved from
ninth place in 2012 to eighth place
this year among engineering schools at
public institutions offering a doctorate, according to the latest U.S. News
& World Report rankings of the country’s undergraduate universities and
programs.
The Dwight look College of engineering is tied for 16th place overall in
engineering programs at all public and
private national universities, with rice
University, The Pennsylvania State
University and virginia Polytechnic
Institute and State University also sharing in that ranking.

Aggies Serve Their Community

Aggies demonstrated their serviceminded mentality and commitment
to community this spring during several events.
◊ The most well-known of these activities was The Big event, in which
nearly 40 percent of the student body
fanned out into the Bryan-College Station community to take on tasks ranging from painting to yard work to
cleaning. For more than three decades,
The Big event has been the largest oneday, student-run service project in the
nation. This year, an estimated 19,000
students tackled some 1,970 jobs.
With the slogan of “lend a hand,
make your mark,” the third annual
Kyle Field Day featured music, games
◊
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and booths set up on the track around
Kyle Field that featured fun, creative
ways to learn about various service
opportunities. Kyle Field Day was
organized by the MSC Freshmen in
Service and Hosting student group.
During April, a village of shacks
sprang up next to rudder Fountain,
signaling the advent of Aggie Habitat
for Humanity’s annual Shack-a-thon.
The event raises awareness of the organization’s mission as it seeks to raise
$40,000 to help pay for an actual home.
◊

◊ Fire-ravaged Bastrop State Park and
its fabled lost pines area got a big
boost in February thanks to hundreds
of Texas A&M students who planted
thousands of pine seedlings through
Aggie replant, an environmental
organization formed more than two
decades ago to replace trees cut down
when Aggie bonfire was still conducted
on campus.

#gigem

Ags Tweet Better

In a ranking conducted by verge Pipe
Media that compared the 14 universities within the Southeastern Conference, Texas A&M dominated the SeC
in its use of Twitter. Texas A&M has an
impressive 77,600 followers and also
earned accolades for conversation levels, customer service, utility and audience sentiment. The University of
Florida and louisiana State University
were ranked second and third, respectively. Join the conversation, 140 characters at a time, at twitter.com/tamu.
Proud Parents Flock to Aggieland

For 94 years, Texas A&M has welcomed
parents to campus for a weekend of
learning about Aggieland. The weekend of April 12 was no exception, as
thousands of Aggie parents and their

Students Don Their Dancing Boots and Crazy Socks for President Bush
This spring, students at Texas A & M’s Bush School of Government and Public Service found
unique ways to celebrate the school’s founder, President George H.W. Bush.
When he and former first lady Barbara Bush visited the school in March, the students
participated in a flash mob—in this case, a sudden assembly from among the crowd members in
the Annenberg Presidential Conference Center—and line-danced to honor the former president.
To fit the Texas culture and the occasion, the students danced in a country-western style—
complete with lots of “whooping”—to the Brooks & Dunn song, “Boot Scootin’ Boogie.” This time,
though, the words were changed to reflect the students’ love and respect for their school and its
namesake.
The President was all smiles as he watched the performance unfold. He loved the lyrics and
asked if there would be an encore at the end.
The flash mob performance—along with readings from President Bush’s book of personal
letters, All the Best, George Bush—was broadcast on NBC ’s TODAY show.
To celebrate the President’s 89 th birthday, thousands showed off their crazy socks in a mass
celebration coordinated by the George Bush Presidential Library Foundation. Bush’s eclectic sock
selection has drawn attention in recent years. Students and political leaders alike shared shots of
their socks on social media.
To watch the flash mob, visit give.am/BushMob. To view the TODAY show segment, visit
give.am/BushMobToday.
To see photos of birthday socks for President Bush (featuring Texas A & M President Bowen
Loftin, Bob Gates and Condoleezza Rice), visit give.am/BushSocks.

students participated in a host of Parents’ Weekend festivities.
Activities ranged from the Maroon
and White spring football scrimmage

to the “Taste of Aggieland” food vendor event to the traditional Aggie
Moms’ Boutique—a scholarship fundraiser of the Federation of Texas A&M
University Mothers’ Clubs. Parents
were also on hand for Midnight Yell
and to witness their new seniors receive
their coveted Aggie rings.
The weekend ended with the naming of Gonzalo and Mary rodriguez
as the 2013 Parents of the Year. The
couple gave up their lives in ecuador
and moved to richmond, Texas, when
they learned their two oldest children,
Belen ’12 and Carol ’13, were set on
attending Texas A&M.
Gonzalo and Mary Rodriguez of Richmond are
Texas A & M’s 2013 Parents of the Year.
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Bright yellow "drift cards" are part of a Texas
A &M research project that is tracking currents
in the Gulf of Mexico. Each card includes contact
information asking the finder to call or email
where it was found. The study will enable oceanog raphers to improve prediction models on how gas
and oil travel along currents.

LabWork
Recycling Radiotoxic Waste

In the mind of Texas A&M University
physicist Peter McIntyre, two of America’s most pressing energy challenges—
what to do with dangerous nuclear
waste and dwindling energy resources—
can be solved in one scientific swipe.
McIntyre is developing the technology
that is capable of neutralizing radioactive spent nuclear fuel and, at the same
time, potentially providing safe nuclear

transuranics — the chemical elements
beyond uranium in the periodic
table — that are the toxic component
of used nuclear fuel.
Buoyed by seed funding from
Texas A&M University ($750,000) and
the Cynthia and George Mitchell
Foundation ($500,000), McIntyre is
preparing a proposal to the U.S.
Department of energy for the largescale funding to take the next steps.
A New Twist on “Letter in a Bottle”

Texas A &M University physicist Peter
McIntyre and his research team are
developing a new form of green nuclear
power that would extract 10 times more
energy out of spent nuclear fuel rods
than was produced in the first use.
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power for thousands of years into the
future.
In his high-energy physics laboratory east of the Texas A&M campus,
the professor and his research team are
developing a new form of green nuclear power that would extract 10 times
more energy out of spent nuclear fuel
rods than was produced in the first
use. This process also destroys the

Coming soon to a beach near you: a
“drift card” washing up on Gulf of
Mexico shores.
The brightly colored yellow cards
are part of a Texas A&M research project on ocean currents. Piers Chapman,
professor and head of Texas A&M’s
Department of Oceanography, ex plained that the cards contain contact
information requesting that individuals report where they were found as
one way of tracking Gulf currents.
The cards will enable oceanographers to improve prediction models
and see how oil and other floating
materials travel along the currents of
the Gulf.
researchers with the Gulf Integrated research Consortium released
the first batch of 5,000 cards in April
and had about 40 responses within a
couple of weeks. They are awaiting
results on the second batch of cards.
“In a project like this,” Chapman
explained, “the typical response rate in

the open ocean is about two percent,
but we are hoping to get a higher
return rate in the Gulf of Mexico.
Those that are returned will improve
our knowledge of Gulf currents.”
The project is conducted with
funding from oil giant BP as part of its
Gulf of Mexico research Initiative.
Zero-Gravity Research Opportunity

Conducting scientific and educational
experiments in the zero-gravity atmosphere of space is the dream of many
researchers. But the ability to afford an
experiment on a traditional spacecraft
can be an insurmountable hurtle.
That’s where the Space engineering
research Center (SerC) comes in. Part
of the Texas engineering experiment
Station, SerC includes Texas A&M
industrial and systems engineering students and faculty who are working
with private industry to design and
fabricate a carrier to hold small scientific experiment “payloads.”
The resulting payload carrier, in stalled in the cabin of a space plane,
will carry up to 12 experiments. It will
enable researchers to carry out their
zero-gravity projects more often and
at a lower cost. Citizen scientists, government and industry researchers and
developers, and K–12 educators are
among those who will make use of
the carrier.
The new spacecraft, which is being
developed for suborbital testing, will
provide minutes of zero-gravity, which
can make a tremendous difference in
the small materials-processing, fluidphysics, life-sciences and engineering
experiments on the carrier. This is in
contrast to the 30-second intervals of
weightlessness available through an
existing nASA-sponsored aircraft.
The payload carrier, which is
scheduled to begin flight testing in
September, will fly 10 missions beginning in late 2014 or early 2015.

Backyard Bubble Bath

In drought-prone Texas,
about half of the average
household’s water consumption goes toward landscaping .
But a researcher at the Texas A&M Agrilife research and extension Service
Center in Uvalde hopes that the use
of graywater can cut landscape water
usage down by 25 percent.
Graywater is the soapy water that
remains after tap water has been run
through a washing machine or used in
a bathtub, bathroom sink or shower.
It does not contain serious contaminants other that surfactants and some
salts. “Graywater has tremendous
potential for water savings, especially
in an urban environment,” said raul
Cabrera, Texas A&M associate professor of horticultural sciences. “Most of
the information on graywater use for
irrigation is anecdotal and to date
there has been little actual scientific

research on its effects on
landscape plants.”
To conduct his research,
Cabrera irrigated about a
dozen ornamental plants of
varying hardiness with tap water and
with three degrees of graywater: water
from a washing machine loaded with
detergent alone, water with detergent
and fabric softener, and water with
detergent and bleach. The researchers
evaluated the impact of the three
types of graywater on particular plant species. So far the
plants have responded equally well to irrigation with graywater as with tapwater; only
the graywater containing bleach
has had some minor undesirable
effects on two of numerous evaluated
plant species.
Cabrera’s work could ultimately
lead to official permitting of graywater for landscape plant irrigation.

The Voice of Violins
For many years, some musical experts have wondered if the sound of the Stradivarius and del Gesù
violins might incorporate elements of speech such as vowels and consonants. A Texas A &M
University researcher has provided the first evidence that the Italian violin masters tried to
impart specific vowel sounds to their violins.
Joseph Nagyvary, professor emeritus in biochemistry at Texas A &M, says of the various
vowels he identified in their violins, only two were Italian—the “i” and “e”—while the others
were more of French and English origin. His findings, published in the current issue of Savart
Journal, a scientific journal of stringed musical instrument acoustics, have the potential to change
the way violins are made and how they are priced.
“I expected to find more Italian vowels,” Nagyvary said. “What experts call the ‘Old Italian’
sound actually has the mark of foreign languages.”
For decades Nagyvary has held that the great Italian violin makers, Antonio Stradivari and
Giuseppe Guarneri, produced instruments with a more human-like tonal quality than any others
made at the time. To prove his theory, he persuaded the famed violinist Itzhak Perlman to record
a scale on his violin, a 1743-dated Guarneri, during a 1987 concert appearance in San Antonio.
Read more and watch a video at give.am/ViolinVoice.

Gifts to the Texas A & M
Foundation Inspire
Spirit and Mind

NewGifts
Help for Man’s Best Friend

With their Labrador retrievers Abilene
(left), Trista (front) and Houston,
Cindy and Jim Powell ’71 have created
an endowment to assist rescue
organizations.
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Staying afloat financially while caring
for abandoned or mistreated animals
can be a struggle for nonprofit animal
rescue groups. Through a recent gift
to Texas A&M University’s College of
veterinary Medicine and Biomedical
Sciences, Cindy and Jim Powell ’71 are
doing their part to ease this financial
burden.
With three dogs of their own —
two labrador retrievers and one lab
mix—the Powells know the joy these
pets can bring. They also understand
the challenges that canine rescue
organizations face in their efforts to
help. Pairing potential owners with
healthy, adoptable dogs is difficult
enough. When a dog is injured or seriously ill, that task can be impossible.

With a $108,000 gift to the Texas
A&M Foundation, the Powells have created the laughing labs ranch Canine
rescue endowment, named for their
ranch in Wimberley. Proceeds from
the endowment will assist certified rescue organizations that embrace a “nokill” philosophy with vet school treatment for up to two dogs of any breed
per rescue organization per year.
To learn how you can help support similar efforts at the vet school,
contact Chastity rodgers at chastityrodgers@tamu.edu or (979) 845-9043.
$2 Million Match

Since creating a matching-gift program
in 1962, the exxonMobil Foundation
has provided more than $500 million
to U.S. higher education institutions,
$14 million of which has directly benefited Texas A&M University. This philanthropic tradition continued in April,
when the foundation presented a check
for more than $2 million to the Texas
A&M Foundation.
The funds represent contributions
made by exxonMobil employees,
retirees, surviving spouses and directors matched 3-to-1 by the company
in 2012. While donors designate which
Texas A&M college, department or program benefit from their gifts, gifts from
the company itself are unrestricted.
Along with Texas A&M, 870 other
higher education institutions received
gifts in 2012 totaling more than $40 million from the exxonMobil Foundation.

Student Engineers Give $1 Million

In the largest gift from a student group
in Texas A&M University’s history—
and certainly one of the largest of its
kind in the nation—the university’s
Student engineers’ Council recently
committed $1 million to a new
300,000-square-foot engineering education Complex.
The $137 million undergraduate
engineering complex, scheduled for
completion in 2016, has been deemed
the cornerstone of the Dwight look
College of engineering’s efforts to enhance innovative engineering education. The college also plans to increase
enrollment from 11,000 students to
25,000 students by the year 2025.
The council’s 10-year commitment
will be realized with funds raised at
its semi-annual career fairs. Funding
the gift was a unanimous decision by
council members as a perfect fit with
the group’s mission to provide for the
betterment of all Texas A&M engineering students.
Belief in Business

Taseer Badar ’95 feels that Texas A&M’s
Business Honors Program prepares its
graduates as well as similar programs
at Ivy league universities. With that in
mind, he recently created a $100,000

The new 300,000-square-foot Engineering
Education Complex will provide much-needed
space for Texas A & M’s growing Dwight Look
College of Engineering.

given to the fastest-growing Aggieowned companies.
Retired but Engaged

endowment through the Texas A&M
Foundation to provide scholarships
to Business Honors Program undergraduates at Mays Business School.
“I feel as though our Business
Honors graduates can compete with
the likes of those
coming from Har vard and Yale,”
Badar said. “I want
to do all I can to
help our students
and faculty feel
equipped for any
Taseer Badar ’95
comparisons nationally.”
The Kausar Badar Family Business
Honors Scholarship endowment funded by Badar and his wife Zohra honors his mother for believing in him
when he chose a different career path
than his science-minded family members.
After receiving a bachelor’s degree
in management at Texas A&M, Badar
pursued the health care field. He is
president and CeO of ZT Wealth, and
co-founder of Altus Healthcare Man agement Services. Badar’s companies
have received 18 Aggie 100 awards,

During their many years at Texas A&M,
regents Professors Paul and linda Parrish made a habit of financially supporting causes in which they believed.
In retirement that practice continues.
The couple’s most recent gift to
the Texas A&M Foundation established the linda H. and Paul A.
Parrish endowed Scholarship for International Study. Scholarships stemming
from this $25,000 endowment will
enable english majors in Texas A&M’s
College of liberal Arts to study in
another country.
Both Parrishes were responsible
for overseeing study abroad experiences at certain points in their
careers — Paul in english and linda in
special education. likewise, their sons
had meaningful experiences while
studying in other countries.
They also have funded a multi-year
scholarship, the linda H. Parrish
Shaping the Future Award for excellence in Special education, which supports a Texas A&M student in this
academic field.
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It’s Time to Serve
Through Philanthropy

OneVoice
A recent survey on giving in higher education revealed
something Aggies might not believe; that is, only a fraction
of Aggies who say they give to the university actually do.

Research shows that the best potential
major gift donors started making
monetary gifts soon after graduation.
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Don’t misunderstand, the survey also
told us what we already know about
Aggies young and old: We love our university deeply and believe it’s worth our
support.
The survey was conducted last fall
by Eduventures, a higher education
research company based in Boston,
Mass. They surveyed 644,000 alumni
from 25 universities
(including Texas
A&M) about giving.
The result was “Academic Pulse Survey:
Trends
Driving
Higher Ed Philanthropy in 2013.”
As a fundraising professional, the
message is clear. It’s
time to jumpstart
the next generation of major gift
donors. Our hope
is that this generation of donors will
begin its legacy of
service to Texas
A&M with the goal
of making an
enduring impact
by funding an
endowment.

From selfless service to philanthropy

Research shows that the best potential major gift donors started making
monetary gifts soon after graduation.
Weldon ’53 and Patti Kruger, and
Reta Haynes and her late husband
Harold J. “Bill” Haynes ’46, all 2013
recipients of the Sterling C. Evans
Medal, didn’t start out giving large
sums of money to Texas A&M. More
than 40 years ago they began making
small contributions to The Association
of Former Students, a practice they still
honor today.
I see that same commitment in a
recent graduate, Osmara Garcia. She
was a Regents’ Scholar and a first-generation college student from Brownsville, Texas. She was inspired by the
generosity of donors who didn’t know
her but were willing to invest in her
future.
“Our former students are always
so open to giving money and time to
current students, and I would like to
mirror that,” said Garcia, who now
works on campus. Although she just
started her first job (and has begun paying back student loans), Garcia makes
a monthly gift to The Association of
Former Students.
Fred Walsh ’74 so appreciated the
scholarships he received that he said
he looked forward to the day when he

2013 Eduventures Survey Findings

TEXAS A&M UNIVERSIT Y

OTHER UNIVERSITIES

Texas A&M University alumni hold their alma mater in remarkably high regard.
Positive attitude toward alma mater

Would recommend alma mater

94%

94%

87%

84%

Believe in supporting alma mater

85%

59%

73%

45%

Young alumni have particularly positive attitudes toward Texas A&M — this group is typically
the most challenging to engage.
Rank alma mater as #1 giving priority

Believe alumni giving is important

Intend to make a gift next year

Believe alumni should give every year

Top 5 giving opportunities preferred
by current donors:
■

Scholarships/financial aid

■

Annual fund

■

Athletics

■

Student organizations/activities

■

Specific academic departments
or degrees

■

50%

78%

32%

65%

39%
23%

A positive attitude toward the university hasn’t translated into more consistent giving — a proven
predictor of major gift potential.
Alumni reported giving in last year

Gave once during last 5 years

Supported alma mater in last year

Top 5 reasons former students gave
for not donating to Texas A&M:
■
■
■
■
■

68%
52%
14%

I don’t have confidence in the
stability and growth of the
economy.

My alma mater can always
count on wealthiest donors
■ to give major gifts.
■
■

■

46%

I am currently not financially
able to make a donation.

40%
16%

■
■
■
■
■

I only hear from my alma
mater when I am asked for
money.
Other organizations need
my money more than my
alma mater.
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OneVoice

Texas A & M has come a long way from
its beginnings as an all-male military
academy. Private gifts will allow Texas
A & M to grow while preserving its traditions for future generations of Aggies.

could return the favor. After 37 years
of giving to the annual fund and building a successful petroleum company,
he endowed four scholarships.
Kyle richter ’10 also appreciated
his scholarship support but didn’t
want to wait.
“Selfless service is at the very core
of A&M,” said richter, who met his
scholarship donors while at Texas A&M.
“Aggies today carry this value in many
forms. I personally saw an opportunity
to help Aggies of the future by starting a scholarship that will recognize
leaders in mechanical engineering.”
now working for Occidental
Petroleum Corp., which offers a corporate matching program for donations to higher education, richter
recently pledged to endow a student

The eduventures survey data indicates that we should be optimistic that
Aggies will begin to step up because:
85 percent of Aggie respondents
believe Texas A&M is worthy of their
support, and 59 percent intend to
◊

make a gift next year;
More than 75 percent of young
alumni (those who graduated since
2003) believe giving to the annual
fund is important, while 39 percent
believe former students should make
a gift every year; and,
◊

61 percent of lapsed donors (those
who made a gift during the last five
years but not in the most recent fiscal
year) plan to make a gift next year.

◊

Garcia and richter are just two
examples of what should be an excit-

“O U r H O P e I S T H AT T H I S G e n e r AT I O n O F D O n O r S W I l l
B e G I n I T S l e G AC Y O F S e rv I C e T O T e X A S A & M W I T H T H e
G OA l O F M A K I n G A n e n D U r I n G I M PAC T BY F U n D I n G A n
e n D OW M e n T. ” — M A r K K l e M M ’ 8 1

scholarship in mechanical engineering.
Once it’s fully funded, richter plans
to start funding a second endowment.
Realizing our giving potential

In April, Texas A&M President Bowen
loftin ’71 sent a letter to former students acknowledging the role of private giving in the phenomenal growth
and change that has taken place at
the university. His message also was a
subtle reminder to Texas A&M former
students who have yet to give back.
14 T E X A S
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ing new generation of Aggies who will
include philanthropy as a part of their
service to Texas A&M University. As
we move forward, all of us want to
preserve our traditions and values, but
without private gifts, Texas A&M will
not evolve into what all Aggies want
it to become — the model for higher
education in the future.
—by mark klemm ’81
c a m pa i g n d i r e c t o r
t e x a s a & m f o u n dat i o n
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An 81-year-old Aggieland Icon
Hailed as “the most grandiosely conceived structure ever erected on campus” by former Texas
A&M University architecture professor ernest langford, the Jack K. Williams Administration
Building is full of artistic touches.
Designed by professor C.S.P. vosper and built by campus architect F. e. Giesecke, its interior
features iconic columns, marble staircases and stained glass windows.
The building was home to all of Texas A&M’s administrative offices for many years after it
was built in 1932 and continues to house several offices and agencies. In 1998, the Administration Building was officially named after former Texas A&M University President Jack Williams
to honor his work in increasing enrollment while preserving the traditional aura of campus.

Faculty Impact

Adventures in the Deep Blue. Tom Iliffe has not
walked on the moon, but he has explored the dark
side of the Earth, often where no other human being
has ever been. A professor of marine biology at Texas
A&M University at Galveston, Iliffe is the world’s leading expert on scientific cave diving. He’s led many
diving expeditions in caves around the world, from
Mexico to Australia and Bermuda to Romania. His
log book includes more than 2,000 dives in more
than 1,000 caves, in which he has discovered more
than 300 species.
Despite his years
of systematic cave exploration, often under arduous
conditions, Iliffe still finds cave diving research stimulating and enticing. “With every day and every dive,
you never know what you’re going to find,” he said.
“There’s an amazing potential for discovery, and you
never know what’s around the corner. I’m exploring
places that no other person in the history of the Earth
has ever been. Very few people get to do this kind of
work as part of their research.”
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Clockwise from left: Cave diving experts Brian Kakuk, Tom Iliffe, Paul Heinerth
and Brett Gonzalez ’05 swim into a big room of Deep Blue Cave, part of the
Walsingham Cave System in Bermuda. Iliffe’s diving team explored numerous
offshore and inland caves during a three-week ocean exploration project in
June 2011.

One such remote place is Phantom Springs
Cave in West Texas, where Iliffe led a diving team on
a weeklong trip to explore and map the depths. Iliffe and his
team first visited the cave in 2012, but were forced to cut their
exploration short at a depth of 232 feet. When they returned
in January this year, they reached a record-breaking depth of
462 feet, making Phantom Springs the deepest underwater
cave documented in the United States.

At Home in the Sea
Iliffe grew up in Pennsylvania and spent his summers working
as a lifeguard on the shore of Lake Erie. He earned a bachelor’s
degree in biochemistry at Pennsylvania State University, where
he enrolled in his first diving course. Iliffe instantly connected with the world beneath the sea and what began as a hobby
soon became a way of life.
A combined interest in diving and warm climates led Iliffe
to pursue a master’s degree in oceanography at Florida State
University. There he joined a recreational scuba diving club
and experienced the first of many underwater cave dives.
“I remember feeling very calm and relaxed,” Iliffe said of
his first cave dive. “I had done a fair amount of diving before,
but cave diving is much different from open-water scuba diving. It’s not for everyone, but some of us really get hooked
on it.”
And hooked he was. So much so that he enrolled in the
U.S. Navy’s Scientist in the Sea program, an eight-week immersion course in scientific diving hosted by the Navy’s SEALAB
saturation diving program. “The idea behind this innovative
course was that the new frontier was under the sea,” said Iliffe.
“But the space program took off around the same time, and
unfortunately most of the funding went to space exploration
instead of our frontier under the ocean.”
The program was later cancelled due to a lack of funding,
but it provided the foundation for Iliffe’s diving research.
After finishing his master’s degree, Iliffe worked for a year
at the Florida Institute of Technology, where he taught chemistry and developed a course in underwater archaeology. He
then made his way to Texas to earn a Ph.D. in biochemistry at
the University of Texas Medical Branch in Galveston, where
he focused on use of marine organisms as test subjects for
medical research. While in Galveston, he worked as the diving
officer for a professional archaeological search for Spanish
treasure galleons wrecked off the coast of Padre Island.

Searching for Life
Soon after receiving his Ph.D., Iliffe was hired as a research scientist with the Bermuda Biological Station—now the Bermuda
Institute of Ocean Sciences—a nonprofit science and education center in St. George, Bermuda. It was during his 11 years
of living in Bermuda that Iliffe discovered a passion for marine
20 T E X A S
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cave biology, specifically searching for new forms of life. His
diving explorations of Bermuda caves resulted in the discovery of more than 200 species of crustaceans and other marine
invertebrates.
“Until I began doing my work, aquatic cave research primarily had been done in freshwater systems,” said Iliffe. “Virtually nothing had been done in saltwater caves.” According
to Iliffe, discovering organisms in underwater caves requires
exploring far beneath the surface. “In cave diving, you go down
through a layer that’s called the halocline, which is the boundary between fresh water above and salt water below. When
you pass through this halocline, you start to find really incredible marine organisms.”
Among Iliffe’s most exciting findings was the discovery of
numerous new species of Remipedia, a crustacean class which
live exclusively in saltwater caves. Iliffe and his team have found
27 species of Remipedia, 16 of which are from the Bahamas;

“Cave diving is much different from openwater scuba diving. It’s not for everyone,
but some of us really get hooked on it.”
—Tom Iliffe, professor of marine biology, Texas A & M University at Galveston

Tom Iliffe’s passion for discovery is matched by his love for teaching. Each year,
part of his role as professor of marine biology at Texas A&M University at
Galveston includes teaching a Methods in Research Diving class at Peacock
Springs State Park in Luraville, Fla. During the two-week diving course this May,
Iliffe led 24 Texas A&M students on more than 20 open-water and cavern dives.

others from caves in the Canary Islands on the opposite side
of the Atlantic, and in Western Australia on the opposite side
of the Earth. Though Remipedia was first discovered in the
1980s, recent research by Iliffe and colleagues has ignited a
debate over the relationship between remipedes and insects.
“New work on molecular genetics has shown that insects first
evolved from crustaceans, and that the closest living crustacean relative to the insects is the Remipedia; these white,
eyeless animals living in isolated saltwater caves in remote
places all over the globe,” said Iliffe. “So we’re learning about
the origin and evolution of insects through diving in caves.”
His most recent research expedition in March brought
him to the saltwater caves of Christmas Island, a territory of
Australia in the Indian Ocean. With funding from a National
Geographic Society grant, he gathered a team of Australian
and American scientists and divers to investigate the caves on
this limestone capped, volcanic island.

While the Australian divers worked offshore, searching
for cave entrances on steep submerged cliff faces, Iliffe primarily focused on inland caves, where he collected two
intriguing species. The first belonged to the crustacean genus
Danielopolina, a small animal that resembles a tiny bivalve clam,
but with jointed legs. The second was from the order Thermosbaenacea, a crustacean first discovered in thermal hot springs
in Italy.
Finding these organisms on Christmas Island was significant because it substantially extends their known geographic
range. Iliffe and his team compare genes from animals found
in different locations to better understand their origins and
evolutionary relationship. “Animals like these are thought to
have colonized caves on the edge of the sea when all of the
continents were together in one super continent, well over
150 to 200 million years ago,” Iliffe said. Animals found in
caves today can be compared to animals found elsewhere

Two members of Iliffe’s diving team, Brett Gonzalez ’05 (left) and Nicolás
Alvorado, pause for a moment in the Walsingham Cave in Bermuda. This
tidal cave opens to a sprawling network of submerged cave passages that
link at least seven otherwise unconnected dry caves in Bermuda.
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around the globe to test various theories about how this distribution occurred.

Teacher Out of Water
Iliffe’s passion for discovery is equally matched by his love
for teaching. As a professor of marine biology at Texas A&M
University at Galveston, he teaches graduate and undergraduate courses in biospeleology, which is the biology of caves;
scientific diving, which includes a diving-intensive trip to
Florida in the spring; and tropical marine ecology, a study
abroad class in the Yucatán Peninsula.
“My philosophy is to combine research with teaching,”
said Iliffe. During the fall semester, he takes his students on
a weeklong trip to Mammoth Cave in Kentucky, which was
recently documented as the longest cave in the world at more
than 400 miles long. “Students get to see firsthand in the field
virtually everything we talk about in class,” he said. “They

In January, Iliffe's diving team reached a record-breaking depth of 462 feet
during a weeklong trip to explore and map the depths of Phantom Springs
Cave in West Texas.

“Tom enables students to participate in
field-based activities, which promotes
memorable and life changing
experiences.”
—Brett Gonzalez ’05
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learn about geology and the formation of caves, water movement and hydrology in caves, meteorology and air movement
in and out of caves, and then experience it for themselves on
these trips.”
This spring, Iliffe received a Distinguished Achievement
Award for Teaching, which honors faculty exhibiting the highest standards of excellence at Texas A&M. Brett Gonzalez ’05,
a student and close collaborator of Iliffe’s, considers this accolade well deserved, “Tom enables students to participate in
field-based activities, which promotes memorable and life
changing experiences.”
Gonzalez received a bachelor’s degree in marine biology
from Texas A&M University at Galveston and a master’s degree
in wildlife and fisheries sciences from Texas A&M, under
Iliffe’s direction. With Iliffe’s help, Gonzalez has published
articles of his own on crustaceans, and has also filled in for
Iliffe as an instructor.

“Tom introduced me to many wonderful adventures,”
said Gonzalez. “Together, we’ve explored new caves, documented new species and even outrun a few category 5 hurricanes
and crocodiles.” Gonzalez is heading to the University of
Copenhagen this fall to pursue a Ph.D. in marine biology, but
he hopes to continue collaborating with Iliffe and Texas A&M
in the future.
Rear Admiral Robert Smith III ’61, chief executive officer
of Texas A&M’s Galveston campus, credits Iliffe’s explorations
and research for significant advancements in our scientific
knowledge of underwater caves.
“His expertise and findings add a new element of the
sea to the distinguished ocean-related faculty and research
at Texas A&M University at Galveston,” Smith said. “Exposing students to professionals of Iliffe’s caliber both in the
classroom and in the field is what this university is all
about.”

Brett Gonzalez ’05 swims between two massive submerged stalagmites
during a June 2011 expedition in Green Bay Cave, part of Bermuda’s
Walsingham Cave System. Though only accessible to divers, the cave is
decorated with impressive stalactites and stalagmites, confirming that it
was dry and air-filled for much of its history.

More Caves to Explore
With thousands of underwater caves across the globe, most
still unexplored, there’s no shortage of work to be done. “One
of the things I look for in graduate students is people who
have the commitment and drive to continue this work as a
lifetime effort,” Iliffe said. But two things are necessary to
ensure the future of this field, he said: passionate people
and continued funding.
“My ideal scenario would be to have a permanent funding
situation. A continuous source of funding would not only
benefit me, but it would provide assistance to my graduate
students and support the advancement of future scientists.”
But for Iliffe, it’s not just about the dollars. “I’d also love
to find someone with both the resources and a passion for
the research, so much so that they would travel with me,
possibly dive with me, and take part in some real-world
exploration.”
Iliffe also has a big-picture idea to help train scientific
divers for generations to come: He hopes to restart the Scientist in the Sea program, the same course that provided
the foundation for his own diving research, but this time at
Texas A&M University at Galveston. With strong military connections, both at the Navy base where the program originated
and in Galveston, Iliffe is starting to explore what it would
take to make his big idea a reality.
“It’s not going to happen overnight, and once we’re ready
we’ll need to do some serious fundraising to sustain the program,” said Iliffe. “But I’m confident that we could attract
some of the top divers from around the country and elevate
our program to the No. 1 scientific diving program in the
world.”
— b y m e g a n k a s p e r b au e r

To learn how you can support faculty and their research
at Texas A & M University at Galveston, contact:
Shaun Milligan ’ 06
Director of Development
Texas A & M Foundation
(409) 741-4030

s-milligan @ tamu.edu
To discover more about the Phantom Springs Cave
expedition, visit give.am/PhantomSprings. To see more
cave exploration photos from Iliffe and his colleagues,
visit give.am/CaveDiving.
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C o l l e g e I m pa c t

From Texas A&M commencement invitations signed by
Lawrence Sullivan Ross in  to a cannonball from the
Battle of San Jacinto to one of the first Algonquian-language Bibles printed in the New World, the many collections housed in Cushing Memorial Library and Archives
produce a sense of awe. Nowhere is this more evident than
in the library’s Science Fiction and Fantasy Collection,
where the catalogue begins with a  edition of Sir
Thomas More’s Utopia and continues with the papers and
manuscripts of such contemporary writers as George R.R.
Martin, Michael Moorcock and Elizabeth Moon. The
collection is a treasure trove valued by fans, collectors and
authors of this growing and ever-changing genre.
Texas A & M’ s collection of science fiction and fan tasy holdings includes a copy of French dramatist
Cyrano de Bergerac’s classic science fiction satire,
The Comical History of the States and Empires
of the Moon and the Sun, dated .
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Game of Thrones Fever
The event didn’t begin until 4 p.m., but
by 8 a.m., eager fans were already lining up.
Lugging books, detailed character
prints and medieval-looking paraphernalia, they patiently waited in Texas A&M
University’s Cushing Library to greet
their hero. By the end of the two-hour
book signing, some 650 people— 150
of whom had paid for priority places
in line—had met, photographed and
gushed over George R.R. Martin.
He’s not a famous musician, a prominent sports figure or a Hollywood personality. But to those who get lost in his
fantasy books or zealously follow the
HBO series Game of Thrones, Martin is a
superstar. And since 1993, this icon of
science fiction and fantasy enthusiasts
from around the world has entrusted
his manuscripts, books and associated
memorabilia to the care of Cushing
archivists.
The March 22 book signing was but
one event in Martin’s two-day visit to
Texas A&M, hosted by Cushing Librar y. Also on the agenda was a lecture by
Martin in Rudder Auditorium, for
which all 2,500 free tickets quickly disappeared; an advance screening of the
Science fiction and fantasy author George R.R.
Martin, known for his book series A Song of Ice
and Fire, the basis of the HBO series Game of
Thrones, lectured to a sold-out auditorium during
his visit to campus in March.

season three premier of Game of Thrones
(co-hosted by MSC Aggie Cinema and
HBO); and a dinner that raised $33,000
for the university’s librar y collections.
At the book signing, Cushing revealed its newest exhibit, Deeper than
Swords, which showcases objects and
manuscripts spanning Martin’s prolific
writing career. Included, of course, are
displays highlighting his epic fantasy
series, A Song of Ice and Fire, on which
Game of Thrones is based. But also on display are Martin’s early letters and stories, as well as his most recent writings.
Cait Coker, curator of Cushing’s
Science Fiction and Fantasy Research
Collection, said the exhibit is designed
to present Martin’s biography concurrent with his writings. Ultimately, she
said, she hopes it illustrates the impact
of his work on changing the science
fiction genre.

Creating a Collection
If anyone knows how science fiction has
changed over the years, it’s Coker. As
the science fiction curator, she oversees
a collection that has grown from a couple of small shelves in the early 1970s
to more than 10,000 periodicals, close
to 28,000 books, and boxes upon boxes
of author manuscripts and papers. The
collection also includes a wide array of
science fiction memorabilia, ranging
from games and figurines to a signed

Texas A &M ’s science fiction collection includes rare
books such as Jules Verne’s Mirifiques Aventures
de Maître Antifer (Captain Antifer), part of the
-novel series Voyages Extraordinaires, originally
published between  and .

and framed publicity photo of the original Star Trek cast.
Credit for the creation of Cushing’s
science fiction collection goes primarily
to retired professor and curator Hal Hall.
As the new serials librarian in 1970, Hall
saw a small item in the back of a fan publication advertising the sale of 2,000 science fiction magazines. He mentioned
the ad to the library director, and after
consulting the English department and
engineering college, the director agreed
the dollar-per-issue price was worth it.
Other ads led to additional purchases. While Hall bought magazines, Vicki
Anders, head of monograph acquisitions, collected paperbacks from students for 50 cents each, resulting in
10,000 books within a few years. An
official announcement in 1974 of a science fiction research collection at Texas
A&M was gradually followed by donations from writers and collectors alike.
“Once the seed was planted,” Coker
explained, “it continued to bloom and
grow.”

A Matter of Trust
Patrick Zinn, marketing manager of University Libraries, said Texas A&M goes
to great lengths to protect its collections
to ensure they will be available to future
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generations of Aggies. Cushing’s acquisitions are housed in a high-security
vault complete with cameras. Sensitive
controls keep books and papers at optimal temperature and humidity levels,
and “positive pressure” blows air out
of the vault rather than allowing it to
come in.
This assurance that their manuscripts, periodicals, books and other
valued items will be well-maintained
far into the future is an attractive draw
to those considering where to house
their collections. Martin is proof of that.
During his March visit to campus,
Martin told a reporter for the TAMUTimes that he was first introduced in the
1970s to the university and its science fiction and fantasy collection during visits
to AggieCon—the annual sci-fi/fantasy
convention hosted by Cepheid Variable,
Texas A&M’s science fiction club.
“I was very impressed with not only
the collection itself, but the physical
facilities they had for protecting the
papers, books and other collectibles,”
Martin said. “It is well taken care of and
has a good archival system. Later, when
I was drowning in papers, I thought of
putting it all on deposit in a library
somewhere. I remembered Texas A&M
and the great facilities there.”
Writers aren’t the only ones who
trust Cushing with their work. Science
fiction and fantasy enthusiasts also turn
to the library to safely house their collections.
“A lot of private collectors have
felt a serious gap in the willingness of
institutions to preserve science fiction
history and culture,” explained Todd
Samuelson, curator of Cushing’s Rare
Books and Manuscripts collections.
“The bulk of our science fiction mate rials comes from private collectors who
place great value on their collections and
feel they will be taken care of here.”
Coker added that science fiction
collectors tend to be natural archivists.
When they decide to donate to Cush ing, they typically give their entire—and
often annotated — collections rather
than individual items.

Cushing’s collection of science fiction and fantasy holdings is among
the largest in the world. Highlights include:
More than  percent of the American science fiction pulp magazines
published prior to . Featured in this collection are virtually complete
runs of both Weird Tales and Amazing Stories, including their rare
first issues from the s
The papers and manuscripts of contemporary science fiction giants
Elizabeth Moon and Michael Moorcock
A  edition of Sir Thomas More’s Utopia— the first edition translated into English
French dramatist Cyrano de Bergerac’s classic science fiction satire, dated
, The Comical History of the States and Empires of the Moon
and the Sun
Sixteen books from J.R.R. Tolkien’s personal research and many of his
notes, as well as first editions of his fantasy works
The first illustrated edition of Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein, dated ,
and an original issue of another Shelley book, The Last Man
Robert Cromie’s The Crack of Doom, dated , which addresses
nuclear experimentation and nuclear war
A first edition of Bram Stoker’s Dracula, dated 
Collected works of Martha Wells, Texas A&M Class of ’, whose 
science fiction and fantasy novels have been published in seven languages;
and of Steven Gould, Class of ’, whose novel Jumper was made into a
successful motion picture
A rare British first edition of Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone

Another incentive for donating
materials to Cushing, Zinn noted, is
that the items don’t merely sit in the
archives, but are available upon request.
Samuelson noted that scholars from
around the world travel to Cushing for
research purposes, students scrutinize
the collections to write papers, and
those simply interested in certain
fields—like science fiction — peruse the
actual items in the librar y’s reading
room.
Today, Cushing staff members estimate that Texas A&M’s science fiction
and fantasy collection is among the
largest the United States, and likely in
the world.
“We’ve garnered a reputation
among donors and prospective donors,”

Coker said. “We’re seen as a valuable
repository for this kind of material.”
Cushing Library’s Deeper than Swords exhibit
will be on display through December. Learn
more about the collections at give.am/Cushing
Collections and about the Martin exhibit at
give.am/DeeperThanSwords.

—by kara bounds socol

To learn how you can support the Texas
A & M University Libraries, contact:

Adelle Hedleston ’ 88
Development Manager
Sterling C. Evans Library
(979) 862-4574

adelle-h @ library.tamu.edu
To donate, visit give.am/SupportCushing
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S T U D E N T I M PA C T — Some of Brock Nelson’s best

memories of his time at Texas A&M University
involve building the Aggie bonfire. Nelson ’90
readily recalls the early mornings and grueling
physical labor during which he felled, stripped
and stacked big trees. “Some of my stories may
not be appropriate for this publication,” he chuckled. “Let’s just say that I never missed a cut call
when the yellow pots woke us up by pounding
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their axe handles on my door in the dorms, and I
won’t forget the repercussions for those who did.”
When everyone did his or her part, said
Nelson, they created something tremendous —
something bigger than any one Aggie could accomplish alone. They did more than pile a stack
of wood that burned all night; together they
ignited a symbol that unites Aggies of the past,
present and future.

“Bonfire was kind of like an endowed scholarship,”
Nelson said. “It was a team effort, a tradition and an opportunity to shine a light in the darkness.
“A strong base must shore up each level of the stack. Former students are the beams, providing support for Aggies on
the tier above, who in turn support the Aggies above them.
Each individual’s sacrifice lifts another higher and fuels the
flame of the Aggie spirit.”
Like his Texas A&M benefactor, Nelson understands firsthand the “bonfire effect” of giving, and he has passed it on to
others who will, in turn, continue the tradition.

Someone Believed in Me
Two things motivated Stratton to choose Texas A&M in 2007:
the swim team and the College of Engineering.
As a walk-on to the swim team, she didn’t receive any athletic scholarships her freshman year. Though she loved Texas
A&M, the financial burden of her education was a challenge
for her family to bear, and more reasonably priced schools
were located closer to her home in Alabama.
In the spring semester of her freshman year, she was
awarded the Nancy and Brock Nelson ’90 Scholarship in
Chemical Engineering, the first of 12 scholarships the Nelsons
would endow.

Aggies Help Aggies
Nelson searched far and wide for a college. He knew he wanted to study chemical engineering, but it took awhile for the
Nebraska native to make a final decision.
When he learned about Texas A&M, the conservative
values of Aggieland resonated with him, as did the emphasis
on teamwork, family, respect for the military and tradition.
Though all of his friends were sticking closer to home, he knew
that Texas A&M was the place for him.
Getting admitted to Texas A&M was easy, but figuring out
how to pay for it was a challenge. Still, Nelson was determined
to get through college debt-free.
He met the challenge with help from a scholarship provided by the estate of Dallas-born Walter Lechner ’14, to whom
he is forever grateful. Though he attended Texas A&M for only
one year, Lechner was one of the principal discoverers of the
north portion of the giant East Texas oil field—the largest
in the lower 48 —during the 1930s.
The hall on campus that bears Lechner’s name houses
students in the university’s Honors Program, including students who receive Lechner scholarships.
Nelson’s Lechner scholarship came with a beautiful bonus:
it qualified him for in-state tuition. This allowed him to pay for
his education through scholarships and by working part-time.
Nelson loved every minute of his four years at Texas A&M.
He worked hard in his chemical engineering classes, but made
the most of his college years by participating in Aggie traditions such as bonfire, midnight yell practice, football games
and Silver Taps.
One lesson drilled into him from day one as a student is
that Aggies help Aggies. Period.
No matter what the need, whether something small such
as helping a peer study or lending money to get someone
through a tight spot, or something of greater significance such
as honoring the fallen at Silver Taps, volunteering as an intramural official or building bonfire, camaraderie and teamwork
permeate the Aggie culture.
Though he never took out a student loan, he didn’t graduate debt-free. Instead, Nelson left Texas A&M knowing he
was forever indebted to the Aggies that came before him who
gave so that he could afford an education. He vowed to one
day create a scholarship of his own so that he could help a
student. That student would be Sarah (Woods) Stratton ’10.
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“That was a really big deal for me,” Stratton said. “Even
though the scholarship was only $1,000, it was much more
than that for me because it qualified me for in-state tuition.”
The scholarship did more than defray a financial burden. “It was an encouragement to me that chemical engineering was the place for me. It was an encouragement to
keep going; it meant that people like Brock Nelson believed
in me and thought that I could do it.”
During their sophomore year, Stratton met her future husband, Joe Stratton ’10, a fellow chemical engineering student
who was also receiving a scholarship. Before graduating, the
pair discussed how they would follow in the footsteps of Aggies
like Lechner and Nelson by giving scholarships someday.

“Engineers have the stereotype of being nerds with poor
social skills,” joked Sarah Stratton. “But the truth is that Texas
A&M engineers are some of the most social people on campus, due to the program’s emphasis on group projects that
mirror real-world tasks.” Engineering, like swimming, is a team
sport, she said. You can’t be successful without a strong team.
Stratton describes her years at Texas A&M as “intense, but
extremely rewarding.” While maintaining a 4.0 grade point
ratio in one of the most challenging disciplines on campus,
she was a five-time All-American and five-time Big 12 Champion swimmer. She also was recognized as an Academic AllAmerican her junior year by ESPN The Magazine, and received

Clockwise from left: After a successful career in the oil business, Walter Lechner ’14 established a scholarship to assist future
students at Texas A&M. Brock Nelson ’90 attended Texas A&M
with help from a Lechner scholarship. Nelson left Texas A&M knowing he was forever indebted to Lechner and other Aggies who came
before him and planned to create a scholarship of his own one day.
Sarah (Woods) Stratton ’10, a five-time All-American swimmer,
attended Texas A&M through the help of the Nancy and Brock
Nelson ’90 Scholarship in Chemical Engineering. Now Sarah and
her husband, Joe ’10, are following in the footsteps of Aggies like
Lechner and Nelson by creating an endowed scholarship of their own
with help from friends and classmates who work for ExxonMobil.

—Brock Nelson ’90

Nelson expected that the next happy announcement he
would celebrate with the pair would be a child, but instead
they called to tell him that they were creating a scholarship.
“We knew we wanted to do a scholarship, but we thought
we’d have to wait at least 25 years,” said Sarah Stratton. “We
thought we’d have to work longer to build up our resources.”
But after Stratton talked to Thadd Hargett ’99, the
Texas A&M Foundation’s director of development for the
Artie McFerrin Department of Chemical Engineering, she
realized they could organize a gift that would combine funds
from a handful of young alumni, matched by corporate dollars.
“ExxonMobil offers a generous matching program in
which it matches $3 for every $1 that you donate as an employee,” Joe Stratton said. “From a mathematical perspective, it
felt like something we had to do. At this point in our lives we
are making a great income and don’t have a lot of obligations.”
The couple asked a few of their friends and former classmates at ExxonMobil to contribute to the gift. Within a week,
they had secured enough commitments to create a $30,000
endowed scholarship for the chemical engineering department.
“It was so easy to get everyone on board,” Sarah Stratton
said. “Everyone loved the idea, especially with the ExxonMobil
matching program. The Foundation staff simplified the process and handled the details of securing matching funds, so
it could not have been easier to create this gift.”
The ExxonMobil Aggies from the classes of 2010 and 2011
who contributed were Kristen Graham, Kelsey Fuller, Megan
Fitzgibbons, Chris Fain, Amy Fain and Austin Baltes. Because
many of them had also received private financial support at
Texas A&M, they understand what a difference scholarships
make. “We all wanted to see the chemical engineering department continue to thrive,” said Stratton.
As the Strattons’ endowed scholarship stacks up next to
those of Lechner and Nelson, and is bundled with donations
from thousands of other Aggies, their gift keeps the fire
burning.
At some universities, they call that a scholarship program.
In Aggieland, we call it the “bonfire effect.”
—by chrystal houston

the outstanding Graduating Senior Award in the chemical
engineering program the following year.

To learn how you can support scholarships in the Artie McFerrin
Department of Chemical Engineering, contact:

A Giving Tradition Passed On
Through it all, Brock Nelson was a part of her team—there to
mentor and support her. Stratton knew she could always call
him with questions, whether she needed advice about an internship, help with homework or just wanted to talk about life.
The Nelsons attended the Strattons’ wedding the semester before their graduation from Texas A&M, and he was one
of the first people Sarah Stratton called with news that she
and Joe had both been offered jobs with ExxonMobil in
Houston.

Thadd Hargett ’ 99
Director of Development
Texas A & M Foundation
(800) 392-3310 or (979) 458-1299

t-hargett @ tamu.edu
To donate online, visit give.am/SupportChemicalEngineering.
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FA M I LY A N D F R I E N D S O F LU K E U R B A N OVS KY ’ 15 H O N O R H I S
MEMORY THROUGH AGGIE MUSTER AND AN ENDOWMENT FOR
T H E O RG A N I Z A T I O N H E LOV E D : M S C F I S H .
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“Here”
The glow of a single candle pierced the darkness in Reed Arena
on April , . Slowly, that light spread among the rows as
names were reverently announced and calls of “Here!” resonated from various parts of the venue. As the last name was called,
Katie Dachniwsky ’ looked down from her seat at the sparkling sea of tiny flames that commemorated the Aggies who
died during the previous year.
Participating in Muster, one of the most hallowed of Aggie
traditions, marked a turning point for the young Aggie. “At
that time, I didn't know anyone being honored personally, but
after walking through the Reflections Display earlier in the
week, I knew that each person had a story and a family,” said
Dachniwsky, who attended the ceremony with her friend Luke
Urbanovsky ’ and others from MSC FISH (Freshmen in Service and Hosting). “It wasn't until I saw the ceremony firsthand,
the candle lighting, the answering of ‘here,’ and the strength
and unity of the Aggie family gathered in the arena that I truly
experienced the Aggie Spirit and what it meant.”
Leaving Reed Arena at the conclusion of Muster that day
in , Dachniwsky knew she wanted to become more involved
in the sacred observance by serving in some capacity. “But what
I didn’t know was that my future assignment would be to host
the grieving family of my friend Luke,” she said.
Just two months after Dachniwsky and her fellow MSC
FISH members experienced Muster for the first time, Urbanovsky
lost his life in a car accident.
LUKE ’ S LEGACY

The Urbanovsky family came to the  Muster with a heavy
heart, but they found solace in the time they spent with Dachniwsky and other members of their son’s Aggie family.
Close bonds formed in the months after the accident as they
worked together to fund the Luke Urbanovsky ’ Memorial
MSC FISH Endowment through the Texas A&M Foundation.
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) Luke Urbanovsky ’ embraced life and a love for longboarding.
) Muster Host Katie Dachniwsky ’ (back row, left) accompanied
the Urbanovsky family during their campus visit for the  Muster
ceremony. Front row, from left: Luke’s brother, Nathan, and his
parents, Joe and Connie ’. Back row, from right: Luke’s brother,
Joshua, and Joshua’s girlfriend, Cassie Arnold. ) Luke participated
in the second annual Kyle Field Day on April , . This MSC
FISH event is is dedicated to service and community awareness.
) Luke and his girlfriend, Charley Taggart ’.
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“The endowment is important to us because it is a way
to honor Luke’s memory,” said Connie Urbanovsky ’85,
Luke’s mother. “Our family wanted to give something back
to Texas A&M and to the students who have shown us such
kindness and support during this time. Luke was proud
to be part of MSC FISH, which made such an impact on
him during his freshman year, so it was the obvious choice
for our philanthropy.”
MSC FISH is a leadership organization that each year
helps 80 freshmen develop leadership skills through volunteerism. Since its inception in 2000, MSC FISH members have served 15,000 hours on campus and in the
community. Luke’s MSC FISH experience involved visiting Waldenbrooke Retirement Home, assisting underprivileged children and those with special needs, emptying
campus recycling receptacles, cleaning up Kyle Field after
football games, and fundraising for Tiny Hands Interna tional, which rescues girls in Nepal from sex slavery.
Luke’s big brother, Joshua Urbanovsky, who attends
the University of North Texas, spearheaded creation of the
endowment. Donations came quickly from family members, friends, colleagues, businesses (including many with
matching-gift programs) and people who did not know
Luke but were moved by his story. The family also organ34 T E X A S
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ized a fundraising concert in College Station on March 2,
2013, which raised more than $3,500.
“At first, raising $25,000 looked to be an impossible
goal,” Connie Urbanovsky said. “We are truly amazed and
blessed that we reached our goal in 10 months. Some donations were small and other donations larger, but it all added
up to make this goal achievable.”
The endowment stands as a testament to Luke’s innate
ability to touch lives. “Luke was one of the most outgoing
people I knew,” said Dachniwsky, who is earning a bachelor
of science in nursing from the Texas A&M Health Science
Center. “He knew how to make anyone comfortable and
feel like they were part of the group. He truly embraced
the idea that the relationships you have with people are
what really matter.”
A MEMORY BURNING BRIGHTLY

While Aggies celebrate Muster in more than 300 places
around the world on April 21 of each year, a special series
of activities are planned in College Station, many of which
help grieving families connect with the Aggie family and
celebrate their Aggie’s life.
For the Urbanovskys, that day included a visit to the
Memorial Student Center’s Flag Room to see a display

3

honoring Luke. They also took part in the Aggie Ring
Remembrance at The Association of Former Students,
where they received a ring crest with their son’s graduation year, as well as Aggie Muster at Reed Arena.
In her role as Muster Host, Dachniwsky accompanied
the Urbanovsky family during their campus visit, escorting them to various events and attending to their needs.
Despite the on-campus support, the day’s events proved
especially intense for the Urbanovskys. “Our experience
with Muster is different than many families,” Connie said.
“Many who were honored have lived a long, fulfilled life.
It’s difficult to lose a loved one at any age, but it’s hard
to accept when it’s your own son—a young man with so
much potential who was so happy with life.”
The presence of so many MSC FISH members and
other classmates strengthened the Urbanovsky family during an otherwise emotional time. “Luke’s friends lined the
back of the room for the Aggie Ring Remembrance and
sat together at Muster,” Connie said. “There were a lot of
hugs and tears, but it brings me comfort to know that Luke
was loved and that he had a positive effect on their lives.”
Throughout the day, the Urbanovskys also felt the special power of Aggieland. “It was evident in the reflection
displays that every Aggie on the roll call was loved both by

4

their biological family and also by the Aggie family,” Luke’s
mother said. “All the young people who took time from
their weekend to fill Reed Arena bring me to tears. The
respect, loyalty and love that the students displayed to
Aggies they knew and to others they had never met was
an overwhelming experience for our family.”
—by dorian martin

To learn how you can support the Luke Urbanovsky ’15
Memorial MSC FISH Endowment or the Aggie Muster
Endowment, contact:
Cindy Munson ’ 99
Director of Development
Texas A & M Foundation
(800) 392-3310 or (979) 862-7231

c-munson @ tamu.edu
To contribute online, visit give.am/RememberLukeUrbo
or give.am/SupportAggieMuster.

Learn more about the life of Luke Urbanovsky ’15 by
scanning this code with your smartphone or visiting
give.am/LukeUrbanovsky.
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Far From Garden Variety
texas a & m gardens and
greenway will put the “land”
back in aggieland

Opportunity

I remember the first time I planted something and what
it felt like to watch it grow. I was 5 years old, and I brought
home a bean seedling in a Dixie cup from Bible school.

Qingshu Wang ’13 describes how she
envisions elements of the Gardens
and Greenway to Mark Hussey, vice
chancellor and dean of the College of
Agriculture and Life Sciences (left),
and Doug Welsh ’79, program
coordinator for the initiative (right).
Wang was one of the nine landscape
architecture graduate students who
created the project’s master plan.
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My mother and I planted the seedling in the flower garden. The plant
produced eight beans, which my mother lovingly cooked and served to the
family. I knew at that young age I had
done something good by helping feed
the family, plus I had discovered my
passion.
Tucked away on West Campus is
an undeveloped, 45-acre plot that will
become a place for Texas A&M students to plant their first seed and find
their passion in life. It’s the future
home of the Texas A&M Gardens and
Greenway, an outdoor classroom for
all agricultural disciplines as well as
for many fields of study across the
university, from performing arts to
architecture to education. In time, it
will also become a peaceful sanctuary
on campus, a place where everyone
at Texas A&M and in the surrounding community can relax and learn.
The Vision

For years, faculty and university administrators have hoped for such an oasis
on campus, but only recently did the
stars align. In 1998, the Board of
regents designated the area the West
Campus Greenway. In 2012, Mark
Hussey, our vice chancellor and dean
of the College of Agriculture and life
Sciences, openly committed to creating
a public garden and nature preserve

on the land that follows White Creek
behind the Agrilife Complex to the
Bush Presidential library and
Museum.
Dr. Hussey sees this as an opportunity for the university to showcase
and enhance its worldwide impact. It
will allow us to engage children, train
future science teachers, educate the
public in the natural sciences and
provide a green space on campus for
all to enjoy. It also will lead to collaboration with other campus entities as
we involve students, faculty and staff
in the generation of ideas.
With his graduate students, Professor Jon rodiek, coordinator of Texas
A&M’s landscape architecture and
urban planning program, created a
comprehensive master plan. They
investigated various elements of the
project, analyzing how the area will
be shaded during different times of
year and designing renderings of
potential attractions.
While creating the master plan,
graduate students honed skills in comprehensive master planning, spatial
configuration design and environmental surveying. rodiek and his students
integrated many concepts and conducted case studies that included interviews with the campus community,
students, faculty, staff, landscape architecture and horticulture experts.

pus in which they can relax in a tranquil environment in the midst of a
hectic university day.
Help Us Plant the First Seed
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Texas A&M’s Backyard

The Memorial Student Center serves
as Texas A&M’s living room; the
Gardens and Greenway will become
the university’s backyard. We envision
school buses full of youngsters unloading at the entrance; agriculture students digging in the soil; music majors
practicing in the open areas; and recreation, parks and tourism students
hosting events and nature tours. We
hope that families will stop in for an
afternoon stroll and that birders will
visit to watch the more than 50 avian
species in the area.
Arboreta and botanical gardens
are valuable assets to universities for
several reasons. The first is teaching.
The Gardens and Greenway will highlight the university’s commitment to
research on how to feed a growing global population and how to deal with
the depletion of natural resources.
It will also give us the opportunity
to showcase Texas A&M agricultural

This spring the College of Agriculture and Life
Sciences launched a campaign to raise private
funds for the Texas A & M Gardens and
Greenway, an outdoor educational, recreational
and entertainment venue on West Campus.

research, and to demonstrate the latest technology in crops, plant materials
and cultural practices for everything
from post oak savannah and White
Creek to plant breeding, vegetable
gardening and meadow management.
With a third focus on outreach,
this teaching garden will reach past the
Texas A&M borders into the greater
Bryan/College Station area and
beyond. It will be a cultural asset for
the community and will encourage
tourism. For students at a K–12 level,
the gardens may be their first
encounter with Texas A&M and their
introduction to agriculture and the
natural sciences. visitors from all over
Texas will be able to explore the heritage vegetable garden and fruit
orchard, a rose garden full of Texastough species, an outdoor living area,
an arboretum and more.
Finally, the Gardens and Green way will provide students, faculty and
staff an off-campus experience on cam-

now that the project is in full swing,
the next phase involves donor support.
Students, faculty and staff have created an initial plan for the Gardens and
Greenway, but only through support
from former students, corporations
and other friends can we create and
manage a garden of this size.
The open-access Gardens and
Greenway will not be supported by
attendance revenue; private donors
will fund 100 percent of its construction and maintenance. establishing a
maintenance endowment is essential
to sustain its life and beauty in perpetuity.
We’ve created a working list of
gardens, recreational spaces and other
attractions within the space that you
can reserve in your family’s name or in
honor of a loved one by committing
to a gift. The staff at the Texas A&M
Foundation can assist you with payment plans and after-lifetime giving
options that make it easy for anyone
to participate.
I hope you will consider sowing
your legacy at the Texas A&M Gardens
and Greenway.
—by doug welsh ’79
p r o g r a m c o o r d i n at o r , t exas a & m
g a r d e n s a n d g r e e n way project
c o l l e g e o f ag r i c u l t u r e and life
sciences

To learn how you can support the Texas
A & M Gardens and Greenway, contact:

Monica Delisa
Assistant Vice President for Development
Texas A & M Foundation
(800) 392-3310 or (979) 845-9582

m-delisa @ tamu.edu
To contribute online, visit
give.am/ TAMUG ardens.
To see a video about the gardens, scan
this code with your smartphone or visit
give.am/TAMUGardensvideo.
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60 Years and Counting

2013 marks the 60 anniversary of
the Texas A&M Foundation when its
th

The Texas A &M Foundation located in
the Jon L. Hagler Center on campus,
celebrates 60 years in September.
As the largest fundraising institution
for Texas A&M, the Foundation’s assets
have grown from an initial $ 100
investment in 1953 to more than
$ 1.3 billion today.
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founders—Wofford Cain ’13, Sterling
evans ’21, Herman Heep ’20, W.P.
Machemehl ’33 and A.F. Mitchell ’22 —
recognized that in order to continue
offering a quality academic experience,
Texas A&M would eventually need
large charitable gifts.
Founded as the Texas A&M Col lege Development Foundation on
Sept. 12 1953, the Foundation began
with $100 in assets, five trustees and no
full-time employees. It has grown to a
staff of more than 100 across numerous academic departments to continue
meeting the needs of the university.
The Foundation works with former students, corporations and other

Texas A&M supporters to match their
charitable interests with the university’s priorities through flexible giving
options that make it easy for donors
to create scholarships, advance faculty
endeavors, enhance student programs
and fund new buildings. The net result
is more Aggies leaving constructive and
innovative legacies.
As the largest fundraising institution for Texas A&M, the Foundation
has created its own legacy during the
last 60 years, raising funds and managing assets of more than $1.3 billion.
With experts in both fundraising
and investment management, the
Foundation stands prepared to meet
the future head-on. The upcoming
decades will witness continued advances in academics infused with
Aggie values as thousands of former
students enter their prime giving years.
The next 60 years are just the
beginning of the future for the Texas
A&M Foundation. We can’t wait to see
what lies ahead.
Ernst & Young Partner Joins Trustees

T. randall “randy”
Cain ’82, vice chair
and southwest regional managing
partner at ernst &
Young, began his
term with the Texas
T. Randall Cain ’82 A&M Foundation
Board of Trustees in July. A 30-year
employee of ernst & Young, one of

the largest professional service firms in
the world, Cain oversees operations
in 12 offices in nine states.
His appointment to the Board of
Trustees adds to the leadership roles he
has fulfilled for Texas A&M University.
He is past chairman of the 12th Man
Foundation, a member of the Mays
College of Business Development
Council and a former member of the
Chancellor’s Century Council.
In replacing Tom Saylak ’82, Cain
said he is honored to be a trustee and
looks forward to serving the Foundation. As a business administration
graduate with a wealth of career expe-

rience and extensive financial expertise, he hopes to help the Foundation
as it continues to progress.
“I’m a maroon-blooded Aggie, so
whenever I’m asked to do something
to help Texas A&M, I’m always there,”
Cain said. “From the time I first set
foot on campus, I loved A&M. I love
the can-do attitude that Aggies have
and their passion for doing the right
thing. That passion makes me want to
give back. I’ve always had a saying that
being a net giver is better than being
a net receiver.”
Cain is a generous benefactor to
Texas A&M, with a recent $100,000 gift

Texas A&M Foundation Trustees Award $2,500 to Outstanding Student
The Texas A & M Foundation Trustees awarded Shahrum Iqbal ’12 with its first Outstanding
Student Award. The award was created in 2012 through an endowed gift from Susanne and
Melbern Glasscock of Houston to honor one exceptional student per year.
Iqbal is an electrical engineering major from Pakistan who has served the Corps of Cadets as
Company N -1 first sergeant and deputy Corps commander. He has been involved with the Pakistani
Student Association, Aggie Access, CLUES, ASPIRE and the O.R. Simpson Honor Society.
He also received the Buck Weirus Spirit Award and represented the Texas A & M Foundation
as a Maroon Coat.
“The trustees selected Shahrum because we admire his demonstration of leadership, his
dedication to academics and his inspirational story,” said Foundation Trustee Richard Kardys ’67.
“As the inaugural winner of this award, he has set the bar high for future applicants.”
Recipients of the Texas A & M Foundation Trustees’ Outstanding Student Award must have
a minimum GPR of 3.0, demonstrate financial challenges, embody the university’s core values
and have served as a leader of one or more student organizations. Applicants also must be a
current or past recipient of a Foundation-supported scholarship.
A May 2013 graduate, Iqbal works for Bray International Inc. in Houston but eventually
would like to serve as a Navy pilot. He already knows how he will use the award money.
“My parents have never visited me in America, so the first thing I’m going to do is pay for
them to come see me,” Iqbal said. “The second part of the money is going toward a scholarship
I plan to establish at theTexas A & M Foundation. I’ve always wanted to give back, but I’ve never
had the money to do that until now.”

to the Mays Business School to support the accounting program. In September, Cain will be honored with the
Mays Outstanding Alumni Award.
He and his wife, Jyl, have three
daughters and a son-in-law and live
in Dallas.
Fundraising Staff Changes

Don Fazzino ’84
joined the Foundation in April as
assistant director
of development for
the Departments
of Industrial &
Systems engineer - Don Fazzino ’ 84
ing and engineering Technology &
Industrial Distribution in the Dwight
look College of engineering. His previous career included working in the
utilities, banking and financial advising industries.
Jeremy Quast ’07 joined the Foundation in April as
director of development for the
Departments of
electrical & Computer engineering
and
Computer
Science & engi- Jeremy Quast ’ 07
neering in the Dwight look College
of engineering. Before joining the
Foundation, he worked for nCr Corp.
as a national account manager-hospitality.
After fundraising for the George
Bush School of
Government and
Public Service for
nearly 11 years,
Jerome rektorik ’65
is now director of
development for the
Corps of Cadets. Jerome Rektorick ’ 65
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From left to right: Sue Gibbs Nelson ’85,
Margie Gibbs, Sam G. Gibbs ’54 and Pam
Gibbs Crockett ’87.

ur Dad, Sam Gibbs ’54,
is a lifetime learner, but
that hasn’t always been
the case. As a teenager,
his aspirations involved a horse, a calf
and a rope. That didn’t sit so well with
Granddaddy, who urged him to enroll
at Texas A&M in the summer of 1951.
Dad made a trip to College Station
with a friend but didn’t register. Granddaddy sent him back a second time
and told Dad that if he registered, he
could take his horse raymond with
him to campus. Dad signed up. As
he pulled away from legett Hall,
Granddaddy called out, “Become a
mechanical engineer!” So Dad did. He
graduated in the summer of 1954 and
went to work for Shell Oil Co.
After only three months, Dad was
drafted into the U.S. Army. He did a
two-year stint in Alaska and after his
discharge in 1956 he went back to Shell
for a time and then returned to Texas
A&M to get a master’s degree in mathematics on the GI Bill. later he re ceived a doctorate in education from
rice University.
Dad is grateful to his two favorite
professors, Drs. Basye and luther, who
unknowingly laid the foundation that
would become his life’s work in the oil
industry. Their mathematical expertise
and teaching approach inspired him
to devise a new way to diagnose rod
string problems deep in pumping wells
by taking measurements at the surface.
40 T E X A S A & M F O U N D A T I O N

Granddaddy’s Aggie legacy
After nearly 50 years, a successful
business, more than a dozen patents,
countless papers, a textbook on rod
pumping and many industry awards,
Dad is still using his exceptional skills
for the benefit of the oil industry.
That’s one reason why me and my
sister Pam Gibbs Crockett ’87 wanted
to financially contribute to Texas A&M
in the form of a President’s endowed
Scholarship in our parents’ names.
Dad has a heart for learning. He
met our mom in the early days at Shell.
He considers her a pioneer woman for
leaving home for the unknown in the
oilfields of West Texas. Without her
rock-solid support, Dad would not
have accomplished so much.
We want to honor them for the
strong foundation they gave us. I followed in his footsteps and earned a
degree in mechanical engineering in
1985. Many of my mechanical engineering textbooks sit on his bookshelves at home, and he uses them to
this day. After working at Chevron for
several years, I stayed at home, like
our mom did, raising two children,
Porter ’12 and rebecca ’16, with my
husband C.M. ’85. Presently, I teach
math and science to fifth graders at

our neighborhood elementary school.
My sister earned her degree in environmental design in 1987; she now creates
architectural renderings for clients
from her home. She, too, is raising two
children, Sarah and Gavin, with her
husband David ’87.
We are certain that our father’s
story and this scholarship will be an
inspiration to any student, especially a
young man or woman who is unsure
what they want to be when they “grow
up.” Another reason to honor our parents is that we are an extended family
of 10 Aggies spanning three generations. Granddaddy never attended
Texas A&M himself, but he recognized
a good thing when he saw it, and we
have him to thank for our Aggie legacy.
We know that the countless students who receive the Dr. Sam G.
Gibbs ’54 and Margie Gibbs President’s endowed Scholarship will carry
that legacy through their Texas A&M
experience and into their lives and
careers after college.
Perhaps inspired by this one gift,
many others will give back, as well.
Gig ’em!
—by sue gibbs nelson ’85

Contact
Get in touch with the
Texas A & M Foundation.

Executive Staff

Toll-free: (800) 392-3310

ed Davis ’67, President
Jim Palincsar, Senior vice President
for Development
Doyle Thompson, Senior vice President
& Chief Financial Officer
liska lusk, vice President & General Counsel
Janet Handley ’76, vice President for Investments
Kathy McCoy ’80, Director of Marketing

Phone: (979) 845-8161

Development Staff

401 George Bush Drive
College Station, Texas 77840-2811

Fax: (979) 845-3973
giving.tamu.edu
amfoundation @ tamu.edu

giving.tamu.edu/Blog

giving.tamu.edu/SpiritMagazine

Carl Jaedicke ’73
vice President for Principal Gifts
c-jaedicke@tamu.edu
(979) 845-6551
David Hicks ’75
Assistant vice President for College Programs
david-hicks@tamu.edu
(979) 845-2904
Mark Klemm ’81
Campaign Director
m-klemm@tamu.edu
(979) 845-6537
College Programs

facebook.com/TexasAMFoundation

youtube.com/AggieSpiritAndMind

twitter.com/TXAMFoundation

College of Agriculture & Life Sciences

Monica Delisa
Assistant vice President for Development
m-delisa@tamu.edu
(979) 845-9582
Patrick Williams ’92
Director of Development
p-williams@tamu.edu
(979) 845-4740
Cara Milligan ’08
Director of Development
cara_milligan@tamu.edu
(979) 458-2204

Jessica McCann ’07
Director of Development
j-mccann@tamu.edu
(979) 862-7247
Caroline Gunn ’10
Assistant Director of Development
c-gunn@tamu.edu
(979) 845-2775
College of Education & Human Development

Steve Blomstedt ’83
Senior Director of Development
s-blomstedt@tamu.edu
(979) 847-8655
Dwight Look College of Engineering

Andrew Acker
Senior Director of Development
a-acker@tamu.edu
(979) 845-5113
Departments of Aerospace and Petroleum
Engineering

erin Gage ’02
Assistant Director of Development
egage@tamu.edu
(979) 862-1876
Departments of Biomedical, Mechanical
and Nuclear Engineering

Derek Dictson ’00
Director of Development
d-dictson@tamu.edu
(979) 862-1214
Department of Chemical Engineering

Thadd Hargett ’99
Director of Development
t-hargett@tamu.edu
(979) 458-1299
Department of Civil Engineering

Torii Kapavik ’11
Assistant Director of Development
tkapavik@tamu.edu
(979) 862-1247

Jay roberts ’05
Director of Development
j-roberts@tamu.edu
(979) 862-8044

Jon rigelsky ’02
Assistant Director of Development
j-rigelsky@tamu.edu
(979) 458-7929

Departments of Computer Science &
Engineering and Electrical & Computer
Engineering

College of Architecture

larry Zuber
Assistant vice President for Development
l-zuber@tamu.edu
(979) 845-0939
Mays Business School

Brian Bishop ’91
Senior Director of Development
bishop@tamu.edu
(979) 862-3615

Jeremy Quast
Director of Development
j-quast@tamu.edu
(979) 845-5113
Departments of Industrial and Systems
Engineering, and Engineering Technology
and Industrial Distribution

Don Fazzino ’84
Assistant Director of Development
dfazzino@tamu.edu
(979) 845-5113
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Department of Mechanical Engineering

Diane Barron ’81
Director of Development
d-barron@tamu.edu
(979) 862-1517
Department of Petroleum Engineering

Brady Bullard ’95
Director of Development
b-bullard@tamu.edu
(979) 862-4843
Texas A & M University at Galveston

Contact

Shaun Milligan ’06
Director of Development
s-milligan@tamu.edu
(409) 741-4030
College of Geosciences

Jack Falks ’85
Director of Development
j-falks@tamu.edu
(979) 862-4944
The George Bush School of Government
& Public Service

Jerome Rektorik ’65
Director of Development
jrektorik@tamu.edu
(979) 458-8035
College of Liberal Arts

Larry Walker II ’97
Director of Development
l-walker@tamu.edu
(979) 458-1304
True Brown ’04
Assistant Director of Development
truebrown@tamu.edu
(979) 845-5192
College of Science

Michael V. Morelius ’98
Director of Development
m-morelius@tamu.edu
(979) 847-9218
Sharon Allen ’04
Director of Development
sharonallen@tamu.edu
(979) 458-4393
Student Affairs

Cindy Brown Munson ’99
Director of Development
c-munson@tamu.edu
(979) 458-1689
Corps of Cadets

Jerome Rektorik ’65
Director of Development
jrektorik@tamu.edu
(979) 862-4085
College of Veterinary Medicine
& Biomedical Sciences

O. J. “Bubba” Woytek DVM ’64
Assistant Vice President for Development &
Director of Alumni Relations
owoytek@tamu.edu
(979) 845-9043
Guy Sheppard DVM ’76
Director of Development
g-sheppard@tamu.edu
(979) 845-9043
Chastity Rodgers
Director of Development
chastity-rodgers@tamu.edu
(979) 845-9043
Private Enterprise Research Center

Jerome Rektorik ’65
Director of Development
jrektorik@tamu.edu
(979) 458-8035
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Corporate & Foundation Relations

Jim Keller ’63
Senior Director of Corporate &
Foundation Relations
jimkeller@tamu.edu
(979) 845-6227
Al Pulliam ’87
Director of Corporate & Foundation Relations
apulliam@tamu.edu
(979) 845-6023
Office of Gift Planning

Glenn Pittsford ’72
Vice President for Gift Planning
g-pittsford@tamu.edu
(979) 845-5493
William Fusselman ’95
Senior Gift Planning Officer
w-fusselman@tamu.edu
(979) 845-5680
Mark Browning ’88
Gift Planning Officer
m-browning@tamu.edu
(979) 845-7594
Mark Matthews ’80
Gift Planning Officer
m-matthews@tamu.edu
(979) 845-5502
Angela Throne ’03
Gift Planning Officer
a-throne@tamu.edu
(979) 845-5638
Gina Jett ’79
Manager of Trust Operations
g-jett@tamu.edu
(979) 845-5458
Real Estate Services

Tim Walton ’90
Assistant Vice President for Real Estate Services
t-walton@tamu.edu
(979) 845-8026
Regional Major Gifts

David Wilkinson ’87
Senior Regional Director of Major Gifts
(East Coast)
d-wilkinson@tamu.edu
(979) 845-7609
Don Birkelbach ’70
Senior Regional Director of Major Gifts
(Gulf Coast)
d-birkelbach@tamu.edu
(979) 845-7560
Matt Jennings ’95
Regional Director of Major Gifts (Western States)
m-jennings@tamu.edu
(979) 845-7604
Jody Ford ’99
Regional Director of Major Gifts (Central States)
j-ford@tamu.edu
(979) 845-7558
Jennifer Hester ’98
Regional Director of Major Gifts (North Texas)
j-hester@tamu.edu
(979) 845-7479
Scholarship Programs

Marcy Ullmann ’86
Manager of Scholarship Programs
m-ullmann@tamu.edu
(979) 845-6383
Donor Relations

Lynn Harris
Manager of Donor Relations
lynn-harris@tamu.edu
(979) 845-5963
Gift Processing

Ann Lovett ’81
Manager of Gift Processing
a-lovett@tamu.edu
(979) 845-8167
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We want to hear from you.

work phone

mobile phone

email address

new home address
new business address

i have a comment/question:

Please contact me about making a gift to texas a&M.
Please change my Spirit print subscription to electronic.

fold on guide

✄

cut along dotted line

Check here if:

TX 77843-9988

home phone

College Station

zip code

1234 TAMU

state

Attn: Marketing Office
Texas A&M Foundation

city

street address

P O S TA G E W I L L B E PA I D B Y A D D R E S S E E

texas a & m class year

F I R S T- C L A S S P E R M I T N O . 1 4 8 C O L L E G E S TAT I O N T E X A S 7 7 8 4 3

last

cut along dotted line

With Gratitude for Your President’s endowed scholarships
The Texas A & M Foundation would like
to thank the following individuals for their
contributions to Texas A & M ’s premier
schol arship program, the Pres i dent’s
Endowed Scholarship (PES) . These merit
scholarships are awarded solely on the
basis of academic achievement and
demonstrated student leadership.
An individual or group may estab lish
a PES with a one-time gift of $ 100,000
through a series of payments made during
a five-year period or with an estate gift.
The Founda tion invests these gifts so
that they support students in perpetuity.
The list below recognizes PES donors
whose recent gifts were not previously
acknowl edged in print.

Tracy ’ 92 and Jarrett ’ 93 Anderson

Anabel and Robert Bruce ’ 42
Gretchen C. Day ’ 95 and Nathan A. Day ’ 91
Century Tree President’s Endowed
Scholarship
Given by Andy C. Duffie ’78

Frank and Janie Matush
Given by John and Sandy Matush ’54

Shelly Wade Duke ’ 93 and
Mordy D. Duke ’ 92

John and Mary O’Brien
(two scholarships)

Dr. Sam G. Gibbs ’ 54 and Margie Gibbs
Given in their honor by Sue G. Nelson ’85
and Pam G. Crockett ’87

Grace A. and Carroll W. Phillips ’ 54

Mary and Bo Gibson ’ 27
(five scholarships)

Fred Louis Pochyla ’ 45 , Herbert
William Pochyla ’ 39 , Charles Alfred
Pochyla and Benjamin Henry Pochyla ’ 29
Given by Floriene Pochyla Stern

Jim Goettle ’ 63
Given in memory of Mary Gayle Goettle,
loving wife to Jim A. Goettle ’63 and
adoring mother to Stephanie G. Hertzog ’96

William “Wills” Ross Setzler IV ’ 10
Given by Jan and Bill Setzler ’57

Mack and Annie Lee Kniffen
Given in their honor by Stacy Kniffen ’83

Charles W. Skelton ’ 50
Given by Roberta and
David B. Skelton M.D. ’72

Dr. Thomas (Tommy) Truel Barker Jr. ’ 79
Estate

Elizabeth W. Lepley
Given by Peggy Lepley Brittan and
Charles L. Brittan ’65

Stephen K. Blake ’ 93 and Erin E.
(Davis) Blake ’ 96

Hugh T. Magers ’ 37
Given by Joan H. and James H. Magers ’63

Lillian Vorpahl Boone and
Naomi Shannon Boone

Lynne and Bruce Marion ’ 73 Martin Family
Given by Dr. William C. Martin Jr. ’76
and Sara A. Martin ’01

Given by Dr. James L. Boone Jr. ’44

Martin Family
Given by Dr. William C. Martin, Jr. ’76
and Sara A. Martin ’01

Steven and Patricia Sisney ’ 83
(two scholarships)

Moveline L. and James N. Smith ’ 49
Janette and Doug Smith Jr. ’ 65
Priscilla A. and Ronald V. Smith ’ 62
Elyse ’ 93 and Russell ’ 93 White

✄

first name

B U S I N E S S R E P LY M A I L

if you have a comment or question, call us at (800) 392-3100,
email us at amfoundation@tamu.edu or mail this postage-free
form. We encourage you to update your own contact information
online at giving.tamu.edu/update. thank you!

401 GeorGe Bush Driv e
ColleGe s tation
texas 778 40-2811
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